
So here is Moon Knight #10 from way many years ago, when Bill Sienkewiecz had not yet felt ready to 

bust loose with a genuinely individual style. The title shows a progression from mastering the basic 

horizontal/vertical panel layouts that Frank Miller was using in Daredevil at the same time, to a variety of 

very basic structural experiments, and finally by #20 or so turned into a demented, expressionist, 

completely original style. This is from the middle phase, when apparently he decided to try a rigid four-

panel layout to see how it worked. Sometimes it does and sometimes it doesn't which means we have a 

whole bunch to learn from it. 

 
No room for splashes for us. However these huge quadrant panels are practically splashes already, so he 

gets immense depth out of one whenever he wants. 

 

The second and third pages include a flashback set off by a caption format and a color scheme; my 

observation is that the transitions into and out of it are both within-page, not between pages. That seems 

important – this panel scheme doesn't allow you to know that "this is new" or "this has changed" at the 

start of a page. 



 
For the main action in this pair of pages, the only thing that anchors the visuals is the lower wooden 

platform. Hopefully the reader remembers Bushman is standing over it on his own platform, and that's 

helped by showing his word balloons are coming from above. So given the lower platform, otherwise the 

camera goes anywhere and points anywhere in complete disregard for the 180 rule and similar stuff.  

 

The motion is the key to reading it – always down to the reader's right. In order: Bushman's left arm, the 

blacks and texture of the statue, the gaze and gesture of the guy in blue as well as the black-with-eyes of 

Moon Knight's face, the direction of both the spurting water and Moon Knight's jump, and the attention of 

the two characters and the water ripples going toward Moon Knight's hand at the wall (which 

coincidentally nicely points right at the woman's face in the "elsewhere" final panel.  

 

I think the only misplaced element is the word balloon under Moon Knight in his last panel, forcing one 

to linger against the direction. That's a bit of a flag … that region of each panel seems like it has some 

property which could either mess things up, or we might be able to exploit it. 

 



 
The page on the left has the four-part mini-page for the concentrated hand action, and then an interesting 

effect of the kick going up and tying to the words in the panel to the right, which then swoops down hard 

in the familiar lower right direction. That lower right corner for each page is almost like a "turn the page, 

fool!" (In fact it totally is! Every page has some distinct unit or technique right there.) 

 

The page on the right is totally about the falling/spurting water in the same place in each panel with a 

slight rotation of POV. Spinning or jumping around a single element clearly works. I'm impressed that 

Moon Knight's motion to cut the rope goes against the overall flow, which ties into the idea that it's small 

and precise, a surgical strike, as opposed to roaring and full-on.  



 
OK, big lesson here – the transition is terrible. Back-and-forth locations on the left-hand page doesn't 

work. The two top panels on the right-hand page should be continuous with the previous page, so the 

transition to the "lower depths" is smooth, and so then going to the other characters and location happens 

mid-page.  

 



 
 

In fact, now that I see it all at once, the best would be to continue the previous page only with the "lower 

depths" part (the top two panels of the page on the left here), and then have the weepy bit at the bottom of 

that page, so the continuity would be held by Marlene's presence through the transitions from her crying, 

to the mansion, and then to her on the bed. 

 

Anyway, taking the page on the right as it is, we've got a good location transition mid-page indicated as 

well by the zzk-zzk phone call graphic at the panel borders. 



 
In my opinion things get kind of scattered on these two pages and through the next page. It's fine to cut 

outside the restaurant with three out of the four panels, but why is there an old babushka, and then it 

seems to me that the page on the right should be reversed top to bottom, so we'd have Moon Knight 

whining smoothly from this page to his alley-newspapers sleeping arrangement on the next. 

 

  



The next four pages rock. It's totally grounded by the characters, their dialogue, and moving through the 

mansion. Mark's face becomes the main focus at the left of each panel until the last two, when the POV 

swings to him. 

 

 
I don't know if it's laziness or art to ignore the backgrounds in three panels throughout a one-location 

scene like this, but at least it shows that the reader doesn't need major backgrounds in every panel, freeing 

up that design feature a little. (Why they went with that weird green and red and yellow, I'll never know) 

 



 
So here it starts with a page to page transition using a top-of-panel caption for the device. Not sure I like it 

much. 

Pure action in each of these pages, with the car, the car + Bushman from the rear, then Bushman from the 

side, then from the front tying together the left hand page; then Moon Knight's cape doing all the work on 

the right-hand page.  

That page is pretty masterful – across the top, there's the yellow "U" across both panels, and the two vine-

things at the top left of each one, plus other shapes, make the whole thing lean over, so the eye goes that 

way even though the POV flips exactly 180. Then on the bottom it flips 180 again, and there's no 

confusion at all, especially since the reader can totally close Bushman's postures at top right and bottom 

left with no problem (not even across a gutter!). And those two lower panels are joined at the largest level 

by another "U" just like the top two are, by the vine-thing and the shape of Moon Knight's body during 

the kick.And they're joined internally too, via following Moon Knight's cloak straight into the pull-back 

shot for the kick. 

I just notice: in the top right panel, there's that word balloon in the bottom left corner … and this time, it 

helps direct the gaze to slant down to the left to start the new row. (notes notes notes)  



 

 
 

The two punches on the left-hand page are a sneaky cheat. It looks like a rapid one-two, and it beautifully 

directs the eye from left to right … but at second look, he's using the same hand. So that means there's a 

whole ton of motion in the gutter that's lost … unless you say "fuck it" and pretend it's a one-two anyway. 

On the plus side, in the bottom two panels, the relative positions of the characters and their positions in 

the panel are strictly maintained, so their vertical reversal (who's up, who's down) is totally clear. 

 

The last page includes the usual mid-page transition, which is obviously really the way to go with this 

design. The last three panels are unified pretty easily by the characters and statue, using the 180 rule for 

Mark so Marlene's two distinct motions (coming up on his right; grabbing him) are easily provided in the 

closures. 

 


